Studies on brain density in hemodialysis and peritoneal dialysis.
30 patients on hemodialysis or peritoneal dialysis have been investigated by computerized tomographic (CT) scan. To evaluate possible cerebral alterations induced by dialysis, CT examinations were carried out before, immediately after and 6 h after the end of dialysis with an Evaluskop, which provides an objective precise evaluation of even slight variations in brain density. No morphological variations were noted after dialysis, while the brain density fell significantly during and after the treatment. A decrease in density was not observed in normal subjects or in patients on continuous peritoneal dialysis. The changes in the densitometric values of brain tissue suggest that there is a postdialysis gain in cerebral water linked to the intermittent treatment. CT may represent a simple reliable method for studying uremic encephalopathy and investigating the pathogenesis of the dialysis disequilibrium syndrome.